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Techno Security's Guide to Managing Risks for IT Managers, Auditors and InvestigatorsSyngress Publishing, 2007
This book contains some of the most up-to-date information available anywhere on a wide variety of topics related to Techno Security. As you read the book, you will notice that the authors took the approach of identifying some of the risks, threats, and vulnerabilities and then discussing the countermeasures to address them. Some of the topics and...
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Linksys WRT54G Ultimate HackingSyngress Publishing, 2007
This book will teach the reader how to make the most of their WRT54G series hardware. These handy little inexpensive devices can be configured for a near endless amount of networking tasks.  The reader will learn about the WRT54Gs hardware components, the different third-party firmware available and the differences between them, choosing the...
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UPnP Design by Example: A Software Developer's Guide to Universal Plug and PlayIntel Press, 2003
Networked devices should be as easy for consumers to set up as stereo equipment—when you plug it in and turn it on, it just works. Universal Plug and Play technology can make this happen. This book is primarily a resource for software developers who are implementing UPnP technology in their products. It also provides a great introduction for...
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XML: eCommerce Solutions for Business and IT ManagersMcGraw-Hill, 2001
Master the very latest e-commerce solutions  

XML is one of the most promising emerging technologies to hit the marketplace. XMLExtensible Mark-Up Languagehas the potential to speed up the development of e-business integration and application efforts. Indeed, the language is so exciting that corporate...
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Amazing Grace: The Story of America's Most Beloved SongEcco, 2003
A life as haunting as the music, and a biography that comes very close to doing it justice. -- Kirkus Reviews

Behind our most beloved hymn is a fascinating story spanning continents, cultures, and centuries. Inspired by the way "Amazing Grace" continues to change and grow in popularity, acclaimed music writer Steve...
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Embedded Microcontroller Interfacing for M CORE SystemsAcademic Press, 2000

	The "M·CORE" family of microprocessors is the latest 32-bit integrated circuit from Motorola designed to be a multi-purpose "micro-controller." The processor architecture has been designed for high performance and cost-sensitive embedded control applications with particular emphasis on reduced power consumption....
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The Airplane: How Ideas Gave Us WingsSmithsonian, 2008

	
		The inside story of how people invented and refined the airplane.




	Who were aviation's dreamers and from where did they draw their inspiration? What lessons did inventors learn from birds, insects, marine mammals, and fish that helped us fly? How did the bicycle lead to the airplane, and hot water...
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Seduction: A History From the Enlightenment to the PresentPegasus Books, 2020

	
		A brilliantly original history that explores the shifting cultural mores of courtship, told through the lives of remarkable women and men throughout history.

	If sex has generally been a private matter, seduction has always been of intense public interest. Whether the stuff of front-page tabloid news, the...
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CosmologyOxford University Press, 2008
This book is unique in the detailed, self-contained, and comprehensive treatment that it gives to the ideas and formulas that are used and tested in modern cosmological research. It divides into two parts, each of which provides enough material for a one-semester graduate course. The first part deals chiefly with the isotropic and homogeneous...
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Advanced Audio Visualization Using ThMAD: Creating Amazing Graphics with Open Source SoftwareApress, 2018

	
		
			Learn advanced techniques and improve your audio visualization skills with Thinking Machine Audio Dreams (ThMAD). With this book, you can concentrate on advanced examples and usage patterns, including using shaders in a more profound way, and how to incorporate ThMAD into a tool chain using the professional...
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Phakic Intraocular Lenses: Principles and PracticeSlack Incorporated, 2003

	
		Phakic intraocular lenses are innovative devices that provide the ability to correct extreme levels of myopia, nearsightedness, and astigmatism that other modalities have been unsuccessful correcting.

	
		As these devices are increasingly gaining popularity internationally, it has become equally important for a reference to...
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Exceptional Service, Exceptional Profit: The Secrets of Building a Five-Star Customer Service OrganizationAMACOM, 2010

	"Filled with treasure and big ideas, this book will help you become exceptional." - SETH GODIN

	

	In a tight market, your most powerful growth engine and your best protection from competitive inroads is this: put every thing you can into cultivating true customer loyalty. Loyal customers are less sensitive to...
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